Zero Over Time - 1111 Third Ave
EUI over time

56

Increasing Value while decreasing Energy Use
The 13 Strategies below are organized into Good, Better, and Best menu options to decrease
energy use and increase asset value.

Building Envelope CxA*
Domestic Water Heating Improvement
Lighting Improvements
Extend Condenser Loop

‘Good’ strategies are lower cost and can be implemented in the near term; see the EUI Over
Time chart to the right.
A group of ‘Better’ strategies consolidates mechanical equipment on Level 19, providing a
new Amenity Space with Elliot Bay views, an active presence on the skyline and visual connection to the waterfront. This is possible by converting to a DOAS system once all tenants
have upgraded their floor’s mechanical equipment, typing into an extended condenser loop.
The mechanical and envelope upgrades on each floor also improve indoor air quality and allow more substantial filtration for wildfire season and as a pandemic response.

Enough renewable energy cannot be generated on site to reach Net Zero Energy; some offsite renewable energy will be procured. If Net Zero Energy is reached, additional height and
FAR may be available under the City’s Living Building Pilot Program.

Tenant Improvement Completion
DOAS Conversion (Phase 3 Below)
New Level 19 Tenant Amenities
Roof/Facade Renewable Energy
Plug Load Management

44

Heat Pump Tenant HVAC, Lighting,
Plug Load Management, and Improved Building Envelope - Floor by
Floor with Tenant Remodels
(Phase 1 Below)

26

Heat Pump Tenant HVAC, Lighting,
Plug Load Management, and Improved Building Envelope - Floor by
Floor with Tenant Remodels
(Phase 2 Below)

Options:
Off-Site Renewable Energy
Radical Efficiency Measures
Building Envelope Overcladding

0

*Better or Best Options for Envelope could alternately be selected

2021

2030 (or when all TIs are complete)

Tenant Impact + Mechanical Upgrades Over Time
Replace Cooling Towers

L28-34
L21-27

The ‘Best’ strategies think bigger, looking at waste heat mining, renewable energy,
re-cladding, and other options to drastically reduce energy use.

100%

L19-20
L9-18
L2-8

Replace Cooling Towers

Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation

Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation
Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation

Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation
Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation
Demo Chillers, AHU for L2-8/
L38-33. Install HRV +
Renovate New Amenity Area

Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation
Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation

Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation
Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation

Demo AHU
for L9-28,
Install HRV

Existing L19
to Remain
Tenant Remodels Include
VRF + Ventilation
Extend Condenser
Water Line

Phase 1

Replace Cooling Towers

Red = New Work
Gray = Existing To Remain

Extend Condenser
Water Line

Phase 2

Extend Condenser
Water Line

Phase 3

Connect Condenser
Water Line to Waste
Heat Source(s)

Good #1

Building Envelope Commissioning

0.5 EUI
$

Perform Building Envelope Commissioning (BECx), including air sealing from exterior to <1.0 cfm/sf. No change to walls, exterior water sealing, or roof insulation.
Thermography will be used to identify focus areas for improved thermal performance (thermal bridges) and air leakage to address with the BECx work.
Benefits: Reduces building energy use and required mechanical sizing for heating, which will reduce the cost of upgraded mechanical systems described in
other strategies.
Impact to Occupants: Minimal - no removal of finishes
Risks: Current building is face-sealed, which is more vulnerable to rainwater leaks.
Other strategies propose better insulation to reduce interior cold surfaces and
condensation and improve thermal comfort.
Costs: Air sealing and target thermal improvements: $1,000,000
EUI Improvement: 0.5 kbtu/sf/year

Good #2

Domestic Water Heating Improvement

1.3 to 1.8 EUI
$$

Install air-to-water heat pump water heaters and thermal storage tanks in a preheat configuration and tie into the existing domestic hot water system. After the expansion of the condenser water loop, tie water-to-water heat pump water heaters and thermal storage tanks
into the extended condenser water loop to provide preheating for the existing domestic
hot water system.

All

Embodied Carbon, Refrigerants + More
Refrigerant Management: The implementation of Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)
systems or Water Source Heat Pump (WSHP) systems on each tenant floor can be
informed by energy savings as well as the Global Warming Potential (GWP) and
expected leakage from each system. Washington requires refrigerants to be below
150 GWP for larger systems installed in 2025 or later. VRF systems are preferable
for energy use, and will lead to a lower total carbon emissions if low-GWP refrigerants or replacement refrigerants are available in the near future.

Benefits:
Reduces domestic hot water energy use by 60-80%
Re-uses all existing domestic hot water infrastructure

EUI Varies
$$
Total Global Emissions

(C) Architecture 2030

Embodied Carbon: The carbon emissions from building materials represents
11% or more of all global emissions. Reusing existing buildings through efficiency
updates is the best strategy to reduce embodied carbon. Beyond this, selecting
tenant finishes and MEP system upgrades with lower embodied carbon will have a
significant effect on total building emissions.

Cost-Payback: $$.
Tenant Impact: Lower bills, better air quality, can upgrade at
any time

Existing Condenser
Water Up To Roof To
Remain

EUI Improvement: 1.3 for air-sourced heat pumps
EUI Improvement: 1.8 for water-sourced heat pumps

EV Charging Infrastructure: Seattle City Light projects that 64% of vehicles in our
region will be EVs by 2040, consuming 17% of total electricity. New buildings require 20% of parking to be EV-ready. Mechanical choices explained elsewhere will
reduce total electricity demand, freeing up capacity for EV chargers in the parking
garage.
Regenerative Elevators: An elevator retrofit to use regenerative drive elevators
would reduce energy use by around EUI =1 kBtu/sf/year.

Good #3

Lighting Improvements

0.17 EUI/floor
$

Add leasing language to all new tenant lease agreements that require all lighting to meet
or perform better than 2018 SEC lighting power density targets. The baseline/existing LPD
is likely in the 1-1.1 w/sf range if fluorescent (T8) fixtures are being used currently. The 2018
SEC LPD for open office space is 0.55 w/sf, which is very attainable using current LED technology. Additionally, providing an enhanced lighting control systems with luminaire-level
controls (LLC) or enhanced lighting control design (see 2018 SEC C406.4) is opportunity
for additional energy savings and utility rebate.

All

Off-Site Renewable Energy
Tenant Remodels
Water
Cooled VRF
Condenser

VRF Zone
Cassettes

(Many Per Floor)

(1-2 Per Floor)

Benefits:
Reduce lighting energy use by 30%
Lower overall building energy use with minimal cost to the building owner
It can be accomplished incrementally as tenants change over.

EUI Varies
$

Off-site renewable energy is essential to reach Net Zero Energy for projects in a
dense, urban core, balancing remaining energy use after improvements. Off-site
renewable energy can be purchased through a dedicated solar or wind farm,
through a Virtual Power Purchase Agreement (VPPA), or by other market means
and can cover a single building or portfolio.
Benefits:
Balances on site strategies to reach Net Zero Energy, Net Zero Carbon,
or other certification, allowing buildings in design urban areas to
reach Net Zero Energy.
Cost-Payback: $ (as low as $1,500/kW)
Tenant Impact: Cost of off-site renewable energy could be
factored into utilities.

Cost-Payback: $ first cost. Lighting upgrades often offer payback
within 1-3 years.

EUI Improvement: There is no limit to the amount of
off site renewable energy that can be procured.

Tenant Impact: Marginal increase in TI buildout costs, reduced
tenant energy use. This will bring tenant spaces in line with
modern standards.
EUI Improvement: 5.3 kbtu/sf-yr

Better #1

Extend Condenser Loop

0 EUI
$$

Extend the existing condenser water piping from Level 19 down to Level 02. Re-use
and expand existing condenser water pump array.

Better #5

Plug Load Management
Existing Ventilation
and Exhaust Shafts
and Ductwork Serve
Tenant Floors

Benefits:
Provides thermal storage
Allows energy sharing between all levels of the building and other potential energy
sources and ultimately facilitates more leaseable space
Cost-Payback: $$. Subsequent improvements depend entirely on this strategy being
implemented.
Tenant Impact: Small decrease in leaseable space on levels 02-18. Enables tenants to
use a more advanced HVAC system
EUI Improvement: This unlocks around EUI=16 kbtu/sf-yr reduction from the baseline
once all floor are retrofitted.

Heat
Recovery
Ventilation
AHU

Outdoor Air
Intake
Building
Exhaust

Performing at maximum efficiency requires an active relationship between the building,
tenants, and operators. The following programs are needed to accomplish this:
Building BAS & Sub-metering - Provide a BAS system capable of end-use sub-metering to
allow for better building control and management.
Energy Management Concierge - Provide training and go-to resource for active energy
management with trained operators monitoring BAS data to optimize energy performance,
while also maintaining building thermal comfort and IEQ.
Occupant Plug Management - Consider leasing language on plug density and operating
hour requirements.

0.1-0.2 EUI/floor
$$

Benefits: Engaged tenants working with building operators, and owners lowering annual
energy.
Cost-Payback: $$. Ongoing effort.
Tenant Impact: requires extensive engagement and technology
infrastructure investments.

Better #2

Heat Pump Tenant HVAC

Existing Ventilation
and Exhaust Shafts
and Ductwork Serve
Tenant Floors

-0.51 EUI/floor
$

Require all new tenant improvements to provide heating and cooling from a water-cooled
VRF (wVRF) or Water-Source Heat Pump (WSHP) system. These new tenant HVAC systems
will be served by the expanded, building wide condenser water loop. Re-purpose existing
ductwork to provide ventilation air only.
Benefits:
Reduced heating and cooling energy use
Thermal energy sharing on each floor
Can be staged slowly as tenants change over
Improved zoning flexibility and increased capacity
Ultimately facilitates more leaseable space
Cost-Payback: costs will be borne by the tenants,
but will reduce HVAC energy costs by 40-60%.

Better #6

Improved Building Envelope

3 to 4 EUI
$$

Going beyond ‘Building Facade Commissioning,’ as Tenants upgrade
their space to the new HVAC system, they can improve opaque walls with
2” rigid insulation or spray foam on interior, improve thermal resistance
at floor slabs, upgrade airtightness to current code (<.35 cfm/sf) and
improve glazing (U=0.24 with 2 low-e coatings; glazing could be done as
one effort or with each tenant improvement). The overall building could
include new rainscreen sealant joints and increase roof insulation to 8”
depth.
Benefits: Significantly improved thermal comfort, size reduction in
mechanical heating and cooling plants. Reduction in airborne moisture
intrusion risk.

Tenant Impact:
Increased tenant fit out costs
Increased maintenance
Complete revision of ductwork and piping in tenant
spaces

Impact to Occupants: Requires replacement of glazing,
and removal of interior finishes, with an opportunity for
a seismic upgrade. Could be completed with Tenant
HVAC remodels to reduce disruption.
Costs: Walls/Glazing/Roofing ~$4,000,000
EUI Improvements: 9% based upon similar building,
climate and M&E systems.

Better #3

DOAS Conversion

Improved
Baseline

1 EUI

Once all tenants served by a given existing VAV AHU are converted to wVRF/WSHP, remove
the existing VAV AHUs and replace the unit with ultra high-efficiency Heat Recovery Ventilation (HRV). Tie dedicated exhaust systems into centralized return.

$$$

Benefits:
Reduced fan and heating energy use
Realizes leaseable space
Improved indoor air quality
Better tenant control of ventilation

Best #1

Roof Deck and Facade Renewable Energy

Cost-Payback: $$$. Only possible after all tenants have
upgraded HVAC systems
Tenant Impact:
Cannot be implemented until all tenants served by a
single AHU are served by upgraded tenant HVAC systems.
Substantial re-work of ductwork in existing spaces.

Tenant Remodels
Water
Cooled VRF
Condenser
(1-2 Per Floor)

L19 Amenity Space
Installing DOAS units on L19 allows around 6,000 sf of floor area to be converted to an
amenity space. With 18’ floor to floor and Elliot Bay views, an outdoor amenity space, large
conference rooms with views, and prefunction could be added as a top-tier amenity. Highrise elevators could be configured to stop at this floor, with low-rise elevators having several options, including a stop at this floor with destination dispatch controls and an elevator
upgrade. The team has worked through detailed mechanical plans, exiting, and potential
use, with an example layout below.

VRF Zone
Cassettes

(Many Per Floor)

Renewable energy on the west façade can communicate the spirit of Zero Over Time,
providing a small amount of energy generation and visually highlighting the L19 outdoor
Amenity space and a potential Rooftop Deck (if allowed). A lightweight superstructure
of aluminum can connect along gridlines, providing an optimal southwest orientation for
energy collection and shading along the façade to further reduce energy use and improve
thermal comfort.
Benefits:
Provide on-site renewable energy
Provide skyline impact of commitment to carbon
reduction

Better #4

Cost-Payback: $$ first cost with energy cost
reduction over time. Incentives and costs for
PV vary from year to year.

$

Tenant Impact: Renewable energy layout chosen
to maintain water views, while providing solar
shading to increase indoor thermal comfort.

Area of Maximum
Solar Potential

EUI Improvement: EUI reduction of 1-2 kbtu/sf-yr
from the baseline

Best #2

Radical Efficiency Measures
Once a whole building condenser water loop is installed and all tenants are served
by heat pump HVAC, a variety of radical technologies could further reduce heating
energy use. These could include:
• Data Center Micro-District: tie condenser water piping into nearby data center
cooling system to provide heat to 1111 3rd Ave HVAC system
• Transit Tunnel Heat Recovery: route refrigerant piping between adjacent below
grade transit tunnel to heat pump in 1111 3rd Ave parking garage for additional
heat recovery
• Transit Tunnel District Energy System: use the tunnel as a pathway for condenser water piping that ties multiple buildings together.

Condenser Water
Extended to Lower
Floors
Water to
Water
Heat
Pump

Southwest view overlooking Elliot Bay

Conference /
Prefunction
900 sf

Conference
800 sf

Conference
1,300 sf

Optional Tie-In to
nearby Waste Heat Source:
Data Center, Sewer Heat, etc.

Srv
Elev

Hi-Rise

Hi-Rise

Wheel
Maintenance

Low-Rise

UP
Low-Rise

DN

Restroom

Stor.

Transformer

Switch
Gear

Best #3

Building Envelope Overcladding
Going beyond ‘Building Facade Commissioning’ and ‘Improved Building Envelope,’ an extremely high performance envelope would require overcladding or re-cladding, bringing the
opaque wall up to R20-R35+ with 2” rigid insulation or low-GWP spray foam, air sealing to
Passive House levels at 0.06 cfm/sf, and improving glazing to triple pane (U=0.11), potentially
with electro-chromic glazing.

Impact to Occupants: Requires replacement of Glazing, and removal of interior finishes + new
exterior aesthetic appearance
Costs: Walls/Glazing/Roofing ~$10,000,000
EUI Improvements: reduced EUI by 25% from baseline
based upon similar building, climate and M&E systems.

DOAS Heat
Recovery
Ventilator

Chiller Room

L19 Floor Plan with Mechanical Upgrades

Benefits:
• Cooling towers on 1111 3rd Ave to function as supplemental or redundant heat
rejection for data center
• Heat pump operation is more efficient, avoid issues from operating in low
ambient conditions
• Improved energy efficiency for several buildings, and an additional revenue
opportunity

Benefits: Significant thermal comfort improvements and HVAC system size reductions. Reduces risks of moisture in air, leaks, and thermal comfort issues.

Restroom
Wheel
Maintenance

Emerg.
Generator

Existing
Elec.
Resistance

EUI Improvement: 2.5 kbtu/sf-yr from ‘Better’ system,
7-7.5 kbtu/sf-yr from baseline system

DOAS Heat
Recovery
Ventilator
L2-8 / 28-34

New
Buffer
Tank

2.5+ EUI
$$$$

Cost-Payback: $$$$

Exterior Terrace
Kitchenette/
Seating

2 EUI
$$

Improved

L9-27

Baseline

North
20ft

-12 EUI
$$$$

